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Abstract—This paper presents experimental results to support
the new architecture of the microwave personnel screening
system, which can obtain radar images of concealed objects on
moving subjects. The system uses natural motion of a subject to
form the inverse synthetic aperture, which eliminates mechanical
scanning from the system and reduces its microwave part to a
linear antenna array. The coherent radar signal processing is
achieved by using an RGB-D video sensor, which is responsible
for tracking the subject as he or she moves in the vicinity of the
linear antenna array. With the described experimental setup and
imitation experiments with a moving mannequin it was shown
that the joint processing of radar samples and video frames gives
the detailed radar images of hidden objects.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern microwave personnel screening systems use syn-

thetic aperture to obtain a detailed radar image of a subject.

Traditionally, this aperture is formed by combining mechanical

scanning in one direction and electronic switching of antennas

in the perpendicular direction as it is, for example, in the

system L-3 ProVision [1]. In the later systems, such as Eqo

by Smiths Detection [2] and QPASS by Rohde&Schwarz [3],

the mechanical scanning is not used and the full electronic

switching of antennas distributed over two-dimensional aper-

tures takes place. In spite of the fast electronic switching in

the latter systems, their throughput can not surpass that of

the system with mechanical scanning because in this case

the subject rotates in the vicinity of the stationary screen to

obtain multi-view radar images. The microwave part of the

systems with electronic switching is more complex due to the

presence of a large number of antennas that require additional

microwave components to service them. The large number of

antennas generates a larger data stream, to be processed at a

fraction of a second, and requires a powerful data processor

that consumes a major share of the power supply. The only

substantial advantage of a screening system with full electronic

switching is probably its smaller footprint, a screen-like form-

factor instead of a portal, which allows deployment in the areas

with limited space.

The requirement of the subject to rotate while standing

in the front of the radar panels of Eqo and QPASS can be

eliminated by surrounding the subject with multiple panels

with antennas so that the system captures multi-view radar

images instantly. This is the approach implemented in the

microwave screening system easyCheck by Camero [4]. This

system is built in the portal form-factor, like L-3 ProVision,

but does not require stopping the subject while screening.

The listed above approaches of forming synthetic apertures

are not exhaustive while still one option is left for a microwave

screening system design which promises superior qualities in

terms of: throughput, footprint size, microwave sub-system

complexity, and manufacturing costs. This microwave screen-

ing system can rely on natural motion of the subject to form

the inverse synthetic aperture, in which the vertically oriented

linear antenna arrays, placed at both sides of the subject,

are stationary. The coherent radar signal processing would

be possible by equipping the radar sub-system with a video

tracking sub-system capable of capturing the subject’s body in

three dimensions. Such a video capture system can use a stereo

vision system, an RGB-D video sensor, or any other device

that can capture the changing scene with sufficient spacial and

depth resolution at a proper frame rate.

The microwave screening system of inverse aperture can

potentially outperform the traditional systems with mechanical

scanning or without it by the listed above key parameters for

the following reasons. The superior throughput comes from

the fact that the subject need not stop during the scan as it

happens on the move. The footprint size becomes minimal by

removing one dimension for antenna placement: linear vertical

array is sufficient to provide high vertical resolution, while the

motion of the subject in the perpendicular direction provides

the horizontal resolution. The complexity of the microwave

sub-system can be decreased by employing MIMO linear

antenna arrays instead of dense antenna arrays, in which the

antennas should be placed at a fraction of a wavelength. It

is known that in MIMO antenna arrays the same number of

virtual samples can be obtained by substantially lesser number

of elements than in the traditional antenna array in which each

transmitter has only one corresponding receiver. The same

number of virtual sampling points guarantees equal resolution

of the MIMO radar system.

The radar image in the system of inverse aperture can be

generated with maximum resolution in horizontal direction

only when the sufficient amount of data is accumulated while

the subject moves. Taking into account that the stream of

data samples is relatively small compared to the traditional
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screening systems and the samples can be processed gradually

as they become available, it is expected that the requirements

to the data processor of the system can be substantially lower.

This is because the radar image should be calculated during

the time the subject passes a certain distance between linear

antenna arrays, which was previously estimated to be not less

than 1.5 meters to give sufficient resolution for the front or

back surface of the subject’s body, resulting in total 3 meters

of inverse synthetic aperture [5].

The presence of the 3D video capture sub-system in the

microwave screening system can be considered a prerequisite

for extending the functionality of the microwave screening

system by introducing personal identification on the basis of

traditional RGB and intensity descriptors as well as three-

dimensional geometry descriptors.

It is also expected that the levels of artifacts in the radar

system with inverse aperture will be smaller than in the current

systems that operate on static subjects, or suggest capture of

an instant pose of a moving subject. The problem with the

subject who keeps stationary pose during a scan comes from

the multiple reflections from closely spaced limbs of the body:

in armpits and between legs [6]. The intensity of the radar

images, obtained using the single scattering model, in these

areas is relatively high and is not connected to any concealed

object. In the screening system of inverse aperture the mutual

position of interfering limbs of the body is constantly changing

and does not add coherently when the radar image is calculated

for the points belonging to the body surface, assuming that

the parametric model of the body is sufficiently precise. The

artifacts on the radar images that come from scattering by cloth

foldings can also be naturally suppressed as these structures

on the body do not remain during walking and will not add

coherently either.

In this paper the authors continue their previous research on

the microwave screening system of inverse aperture [5], [7]–

[9] by evaluating a potential performance and characteristics

of such a system using a created experimental setup and a

special experiment technique.

II. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The setup consists of a vector network analyzer (VNA),

two linear drives that move independently transmit and receive

antennas, an RGB-D video sensor, a microcontroller board

(MCU), and the third linear drive that moves the target, all

under remote control from a personal computer. The transmit

and receive antennas are connected to the VNA with a pair of

flexible feeders. The experimental technique is an equivalent

to the stop motion technique used in cinematography not only

in respect to the camera but also to the radar system. The

sampling pattern with the transmit and receive antennas can be

programmed to imitate mono-static antenna arrays, or multiple

input-multiple output antenna arrays with variable parameters.

The target is moved incrementally creating a sequence of static

scenes with each of them being captured by the RGB-D video

sensor. The experiments are run automatically after setting

the desired simulation parameters: the sampling intervals for

Fig. 1. The diagram of the setup used in the imitation experiments.

the antennas and the sampling interval for target positions.

The joint calibration and signal processing techniques are

given for the optical and radar subsystems. The radar images

of concealed objects are presented. The flexibility of the

experimental setup allows testing the performance of various

antenna arrays and sounding geometries to define the required

parameters that will be used for developing a real-time oper-

ating prototype of the screening system.

A diagram of the experimental setup used in the imitation

experiments is shown in Fig. 1. A photo of the setup is shown

in Fig. 2. The antennas are mounted on a pair of wooden

arms attached firmly to the carriers of the linear drives to

provide space so that the cables bend smoothly in motion,

and, at the same time, they place antennas at a distance from

the massive metallic elements of the linear drives to weaken

interfering reflections. Each of the three linear drives moves

independently the transmit antenna, the receive antenna, and

the target. The target is placed on a carriage, and the direction

of the trajectory of the target can be chosen freely in horizontal

plane by placing its linear drive on the floor. Microwave

absorbing panels are placed behind the target. In the presented

experiments, the motion of the target was translational. The

detailed description of the setup components is given below.

A. Vector network analyzer

The vector network analyzer, a 4-port Rohde&Schwarz

ZVA24, is controlled through the VISA programming inter-

face, while being connected to the personal computer through

the local area network (LAN). The VNA can be preconfig-

ured by the user-side software to measure a desired set of

s-parameters on a programmable set of equally spaced discrete

frequencies. The s-parameters measured in the experiments

are S21 in the case of bistatic antenna configuration, or S11

in the case of mono-static configuration. The VNA is also

configured to start a sweep by the external trigger signal, which
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Fig. 2. The photo of the setup.

is received from the microcontroller board, as shown in Fig. 1.

One or two antennas, which are used in the experiments,

are connected to the VNA with flexible feeders. The user-

side software provides that the bending of the cables and

variable mutual coupling of the antennas can be compensated

in measurements by conducting an idle sampling cycle with

no target against the background of the microwave absorbing

panels. These data can be later removed from the samples

acquired with the target as it was observed that these data are

repeatable from cycle-to-cycle.

B. Microcontroller board and linear drives

The MCU board is based on an Atmel ATmega2560 micro-

controller. Its embedded software, which was written for this

particular purpose, provides command line interface for the

personal computer over a virtual COM-port via USB, gener-

ates real-time signals clocked by an internal microcontroller

timer for all linear drives, generates the external trigger signal

for the VNA, reports the result of each received and executed

command to the computer for program synchronization.

The linear drives use stepper motors to provide precise

positioning of the antennas during numerous scan cycles. The

motion speed of the linear drives is programmable and should

be adjusted to the sweep time of the VNA, which depends on

the chosen measurement parameters: the bandwidth and the set

of frequencies, so that the VNA is ready to start a new sweep

when the scanner reaches the next preprogrammed sampling

point. It was experimentally determined that the sweep time

of the VNA does not change between consecutive sweeps as

long as the measurement parameters remain the same. The

MCU controls the stepper motors of the linear drives through

drivers, which receive digital signals from general purpose

microcontroller ports and output analog signals for the stepper

motor coils.

C. RGB-D video sensor

An RGB-D video sensor was used in the setup to track

the position of the target in three dimensions during the

experiments. In was chosen to use Microsoft Kinect v.2

for its availability on the market and its suitable technical

specifications of the depth sensor: the depth frame resolution

of 512×424 pixels, the depth range from 0.5 to 4.5 meters, the

field of view of 70◦×60◦ [10], and the depth error from 0.5

to 2.5 cm depending on the distance. The depth error values,

which were found during the calibration experiments, agree

with the data from other sources [11]. Since in the experiments

a series of static scenes was captured the frame rate of the

depth sensor was not important. It was estimated that the field

of view of the depth sensor and its frame resolution will not

limit the plane view resolution of the radar images if the target

stays withing the depth range from 0.5 to 2.5 meters, with the

distance of 2 meters being sufficiently long for the synthetic

aperture [5].

Before using the Kinect in the imitation experiments the

following tasks were accomplished: calibration of RGB- and

IR-cameras, mutual calibration of the cameras, calibration of

the depth channel.

The calibration of the cameras was accomplished by the

standard routine with a chess board with known geometry and

a set of its multi-view images [12]. The calibration allows

defining the internal parameters of the cameras, the camera

matrix and distortion coefficients so that the sensor can be used

for measurements. The internal parameters were independently

found for RGB- and IR-cameras. In order to use the images

of the two cameras simultaneously, the joint calibration of

the cameras was also fulfilled. In this procedure the geometry

transform which establishes the correspondence between RGB

and IR images was found.

The calibration experiments with the depth camera showed

that the data provided by the depth sensor (the depth frame)

had a systematic error which depended on the distance to the

object. No deep elaboration of this property was conducted.

Instead, a correction function for the depth channel was

defined, which was used to remove this systematic error. The

standard deviation of the error was found to be equal ±5 mm

in 0.5–2 m depth range of the sensor.

To control the Kinect v.2 a Python-wrapper over Kinect for

Windows SDK v.2 was used [13]. The detailed information on

Kinect calibration is available in [14].

D. User software

The PC-side software is written in the Python programming

language. It provides a command line interface to perform

required actions with the setup: setting parameters for the

VNA and the scanners, interactive initial positioning of the

scanners, start scanning, capturing the scene with the RGB-D

video sensor, displaying raw radar and video sensor data,

saving the data into files for further joint processing, etc.

Both the VNA and the scanners (through the MCU board) are

controlled using VISA programming interface and its Python

binding PyVISA. After setting the desired parameters for an
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Fig. 3. Setup sampling geometry and sampling parameters for mono-static
mode (green) and multi-static mode (blue).

experiment, the process runs automatically. The data generated

during the experiment are saved and used in the joint data

processing algorithm with its description to follow.

III. DATA ACQUISITION

The geometry of radar data samples acquired by the setup

is shown in Fig. 3. The setup can acquire radar samples

corresponding to either mono-static linear array or multi-

static linear array. The following sampling parameters should

be defined before data acquisition in the mono-static mode:

Ntr—the number of tranceivers in the linear antenna array,

or the number of data samples to be acquired at equidistant

intervals dtr, Ntg—the number of target sampling points, or

the number of static target positions separated by intervals dtg
for which radar samples will be acquired.

The multi-static mode requires setting up the following

parameters for data data acquisition: Ntx—the number of sam-

pling points for the transmit antenna, dtx—the sampling in-

terval for the transmit antenna, Nrx—the number of sampling

points for the receive antenna, drx—the sampling interval

for the receive antenna, Ntg—the number of target sampling

points, dtg—the interval between target positions, dtxrx—the

distance between transmit and receive sampling lines.

Mechanical scanning to acquire the radar signal samples

from the preprogrammed sampling points happens each time

for a static scene, which is captured by the RGB-D video sen-

sor. The sensor can be configured to output any combination

of the following images: infrared intensity image, RGB image,

depth map image, and segmented image. The segmented image

is a binary image which segments the human body, if present,

and has the same resolution as the infrared image. With the

calibration done, the correspondence between pixels in these

distortion-free images is known and the images can be used

jointly. The infrared intensity images, depth map images, and

the radar samples from an imitation experiment are shown

respectively in Fig. 4, 5, and 6. The infrared images and

the depth map images have the sequence numbers 1, 101,

and 201. Every column in the radar image is formed by

the radar samples acquired along preprogrammed vertically

distributed sampling positions. The raw radar images shown

in Fig. 6 are obtained at the frequency of 15.55 GHz and

correspond to mono-static antenna array with the number of

radar samples Ntr = 201 (the number of rows in the images),

separated by intervals dtr = 0.5 cm, and the number of target

positions Ntg = 201 (the number of columns in the images),

separated by intervals dtg = 0.5 cm. The travel distance of

the mannequin was 1 m, while the maximum and minimum

z-distances in the video sensor reference frame were equal to

1.2 and 0.9 m respectively.

The position of the target during the experiment is known in

the reference frame connected to the video sensor. To process

radar samples coherently with the moving target it is required

to know the sampling positions in the same reference frame

of the video sensor. For this purpose a graphical markers were

used to find the position of the first sampling point and any

other point along the scan path. The markers could be attached

to the antenna openings. This procedure is required to be done

once unless the mutual position and orientation between the

antennas and the scanners changes. After this, not only the

position of the first sampling point is known but also the

orientation of the sampling line. The position of the antenna

along the scan path from the initial sampling point during

the experiment is defined by calculating the number of pulses

sent by the microcontroller to the corresponding stepper motor

driver. If one uses the setup in the multi-static mode, the same

procedure is required for both antennas.

Since the setup uses mechanical scanning, a single

experiment takes from 1.5 to 3 hours, depending on the

programmed sampling intervals and the number of sampling

points.

The sequence of frames from the video sensor and the radar

samples acquired during an imitation experiment is processed

according to the algorithm described in the following section.

IV. SIGNAL PROCESSING AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The joint processing of the radar samples and the sequence

of the video frames (infrared intensity images and depth map

images) includes two stages: finding the trajectory of a part

of the body surface and focusing radar samples to each point
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(a) Frame #1 (b) Frame #101 (c) Frame #201

Fig. 4. IR images with the sequence numbers: 1, 101, 201

(a) Frame #1 (b) Frame #101 (c) Frame #201

Fig. 5. Depth frames with the sequence numbers: 1, 101, 201

(a) In-phase component (b) Quadrature component (c) Amplitude

Fig. 6. Radar signal obtained at the frequency of 15.55 GHz

from the set of points, which sufficiently densely approximate

this body surface. In the experiments here, a simple tracking

method was used which involved capturing the relief of only

the torso and tracking it from the first to the last frame

of the sequence. Tracking the torso was accomplished by

detecting intensity-based feature points on the infrared image

and following them from frame to frame as shown in Fig. 7.

The surface of the torso that was used to reconstruct the radar

image, shown in Fig. 8 was taken from frame #1. The pixels

of frame #1 were taken as the set of dynamic focusing points

whose positions were calculated from frame to frame knowing

the motion of the key points and finding the appropriate

transform that maps the torso surface from each frame to

the next. With such an approach, the radar image can be

recalculated to any desired pose or position of the moving

object, or a body fragment.
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(a) Frame #1

(b) Frame #101

(c) Frame #201

Fig. 7. Tracking the mannequin as it incrementally moves through the scene
in an imitation experiment.

The radar image was calculated using the reciprocal pro-

jection method [15], modified for the moving focusing points

which approximate the torso surface of the mannequin. Here,

for each moving point with index j on the torso the ambiguity

function Qj was calculated according to

Qj(f) =

Ntr∑
l=1

Ntg∑
k=1

E(k, l, f)exp

(
i
4πf

c
|�rl − �rj(k)|

)
. (1)

Equation (1) has the following notation: E—complex radar

signal samples, k—frame index, Ntg—total number of

frames or number of target positions, l—sampling point

index, Ntr—total number of sampling points, f—frequency,

j—index of a node on the grid belonging to the target surface,

�rl—coordinate vector of sampling point j, �rj(k)—coordinate

vector of node j in frame k.

Fig. 8. The surface of the torso that was used to reconstruct the radar image.

(a) Photo (b) Radar image

Fig. 9. The photo and the calculated radar image of a pistol on the torso.

The radar image is obtained by projecting the distribution

of Q over the surface of the torso to a desired plane.

The result of processing the radar samples in Fig. 6 and

the trajectory data in Fig. 7 for the torso of the mannequin is

shown in Fig. 9. In the center of the image there is a visible

pistol placed under the T-shirt of the mannequin before the

experiment.

V. CONCLUSION

With the described setup and experimental technique it was

confirmed that it is possible to reconstruct the radar image of

the moving object using its trajectory to form the synthetic

aperture. The result demonstrated in this paper is preliminary

and more experimental data should be collected to estimate the

performance of the radar system in varying conditions such as

heavier clothing, effects of limb animation, and the possibility

to obtain radar images of concealed objects placed in different

places on the body.
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The radar images obtained to this point were only on

one frequency, and the improvement of the radar processing

technique using wide band and ultra-wide band signals is to

be considered. Another problem influencing the reconstruction

of the radar image in the system with inverse aperture is the

tracking algorithm which should capture the trajectory of the

whole body with moving limbs and provide this information

to the radar data processing algorithm. The body capture

technique without artificial markers is a distinctive direction

of research in the modern computer vision and the adaptation

of one of the existing techniques could successfully solve that

problem.

With the presented results it was confirmed that the radar

part of the microwave screening system can be significantly

simplified in comparison to the systems employing two-

dimensional antenna arrays and fast electronic switching.

Having being reduced to several linear antenna arrays placed

at both sides of a walking person, the radar system would

generate substantially less data to be processed during a much

longer time period (the time the subject walks a couple of

meters, effectively creating the aperture of the same length)

than it happens in the screening systems with two-dimensional

arrays, in which the radar image is calculated at a tenth of a

second to provide a sufficient frame rate.

The considered architecture of the microwave screening sys-

tem seems promising for further development as it pretends to

obtain superior technical specifications compared to the other

existing architectures. Among the most important qualities

are: throughput, outer dimensions, manufacturing cost, power

consumption, and modernization potential.
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